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Easily See How the Jerusalem Temple May Have Looked 3,000 Years Ago Rose Guide to the

Temple is the ONLY Christian book on the Temple in Jerusalem with clear plastic overlays that

allow you to "see inside" the Jerusalem temple AND has over 150 temple pictures, illustrations,

diagrams, and charts! Includesâ€”  The entire history of the Temple in Jerusalem, from the time of

Abraham to modern day Clear plastic overlays let you see inside the Temple and Tabernacle

Full-color book with illustrations on every page (Many of these images cannot be found in any other

Temple book) 24-inch-long fold-out poster of the Temple Mount over 2000 years by National

Geographic 6 time lines with more than 100 events from the time of King David to modern day 

Rose Guide to the Temple is a full-color Christian book that provides a complete easy-to-understand

overview of the history of the Temple in Jerusalem. Based on the most up-to-date discoveries, this

book explains the biblical and historical background of the temple in Jerusalem. If you enjoy

studying God's Word, you will love the fact that Rose Guide to the Temple answers many questions

about how the Jerusalem Temple looked during biblical times. Bible scholars and professors will

enjoy the well-annotated text. The author is archaeologist and professor Dr. Randall Price, who has

spent more than 30 years exploring the Holy Land and studying the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. 

Features Exclusive Temple Pictures, Temple Mount Illustrations, and Clear Plastic Overlays  Rose

Guide to the Temple has 150 images, charts, diagrams, photos, and illustrations, many of which

have never published before, and covers the important events and people in the history of the

Temple from Abraham to modern day. Includes    Stunning graphics and temple pictures with clear

plastic overlays showing the inside of the Tabernacle, Solomon's Temple, and Herod's Temple.  

Dozens of temple illustrations, floor plans and diagrams by top biblical illustrators and

archaeologists: Solomon's temple, Nehemiah/Zerubbabel's Temple, Herod's temple, Ezekiel's

Temple, etc. (Detailed, clearly labeled, and easy-to-read)  100-event timeline from the time of King

David to modern day (there are 5 detailed time lines in this book).   Dome of the Rock history, floor

plan, cross-section, and the area where the Ark of the Covenant may have stood.  Pictures and

simply explanations of the high priestly garments, feasts, and sacrifices  Dozens of charts showing

loads of information at a glance and making it easy to compare Old and New Testament scripture.   

Bonus! Fold-out Temple Poster by National GeographicÂ® shows a new digital model of the

Herodian Temple Mount and Temple Mount throughout time!
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It is a real pleasure for me to describe my joy and deep appreciation for "The Rose Guide to the

Temple" by Dr. Randall Price. Lay people and scholars alike will find that the narrative script, the

graphics, and the pictures are most scintillating and beautifully carried out throughout the entire

book. I have not seen anything that compares to this work of academic responsible research and

superb aesthetic taste. Not only does this text cover all periods of history in which the temple was

part of those times, but it carefully and irenically explores the question of a future temple in

Jerusalem with a fairness to all sides in the debate. --Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., President Emeritus,

Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary As former architect of the Temple Mount Excavations,

following the 6-Day War, and as one who has, since then, been engaged in intensive Temple

research, I highly recommend this book [Rose Guide to the Temple]. Its lavish illustrations which

include color maps, diagrams and authoritative reconstructions, coupled with clear verbal

descriptions, offer unique insights into the subject of the Temple. Christian leaders and visitors to

the Holy Land will find it provides an invaluable overview of the topic from the time of the Tabernacle

to the present day. --Leen Ritmeyer, Former architect of the Temple Mount Excavations

Randall Price (Th.M. Old Testament and Semitic Languages, and Ph.D. Middle Eastern Studies)

has lived in Jerusalem and done graduate studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. As

president of World of the Bible Ministries, he lectures worldwide on Bible prophecy and directs tours

in the Bible lands. He is the author of Unholy War, Fast Facts on the Middle East Conflict, and

Secrets of the Dead Sea Scrolls.



This book was exactly what I was looking for. I already have the Tabernacle book, so this is a

welcome addition to my library.

Excellent as described.I strongly recommended this seller.

When you first open Dr. Price's book there is an easy to understand timeline, outlining when each

temple was dedicated. As one continues through the book, there are different sections with

information and pictures that grab your interest and even help to explain things detailed in the

paragraphs of text. Personally, what I find the most exciting, are the cutaways of the temples that

help map out the layout, making Rose Guide To The Temple that much more inviting.Besides all the

pictures, this book is easy to understand. I have thoroughly enjoyed immersing myself in history that

will not just fly over my head. This book also makes history come alive more than other books

because of all the archaeological facts it offers. I would definitely recommend this book to anyone.

This will also be a constant item on my bookshelf.

Great study material.

This is a great sequel to the rose guide to the tabernacle and just like it it's got full colour

reconstructions, overlay,s bright glossy pages etc. etc. You get all the information you need on the

first temple which is Solomon's and the second temple Herod's with 3D computer generated

graphics which will give you an idea of how it must of looked like in it's heyday. So don't worry about

any other books that are out there on the temple just read this one and this one only you won't be

disappointed.

Rose guide to the Temple is an amazing book! I highly recommend this book to anyone! Its detailed

illustrations, which have color maps, and diagrams, show unique and informative insights into the

Temple. Dr. Price did an amazing job on this book, and his intelligence and superb research is

clearly shown within the contents of this book!I have not seen anything that compares to the work

shown in this book. It covers pretty much anything you need to know about the Holy Temple, and it

even mentions the question of a future temple in Jerusalem, which I know I am very curious to learn

more about! This book is hands down, the best book on the Temple I have read!



excellent book, quite clear in the explanations of Bible truth

If you are fascinated by the Temple Mount and the history associated with it you will LOVE this

wonderful volume. The graphics are superb. It is so gratifying to have Leen Ritmeyer and others

who have done the very best work over the years working with Dr. Price on this volume. I can't say

enough about the quality of the graphics and the clarity of the writing. This is a must have, even if

your collection is only this book! I recommend it for any student of the New Testament period or

anyone visiting Jerusalem, in fact for those who will never be able to visit. A wonderful book!
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